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About This Game

HELI-COMMANDO 2017

is a retro arcade helicopter game in C64 style like games in the 80s.

The Game has now 60 !!!! Levels and a final sequence, the levels will increase slowly in difficulty.
You have 3 helicopters and start with your helicopter at your BASE platform in the left upper corner and have to go to a

destination platform in the lower right corner on a landing platform where LAND is signed on it.
You have to watch your fuel to fly the helicopter if your fuel is empty the helicopter is going down slowly and will be destroyed

if you are not fast enough to refill your helicopter.

TASK:

Your task ist to free and rescue different platformer things like men, cats, birds, snowman or treasure chest and watch out and
avoid moving platforms.

There are several things to collect and other things to shoot at, every thing you collect or shoot will increase your score, perhaps
leading to a new highscore.

BONUS:

Each level finished you will receive a score bonus for all the things you have collected.
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IMPORTANT: CHECKPOINTS:

To finish a level and go to the next level you have to visit all the 3 checkpoints with the helicopter.
Any checkpoint visited will be added to the upper side on the screen with a symbol of the checkpoint and the checkpoint

number 1,2 or 3.
If you dont have passed the 3 checkpoints yet, you are not able to land at the landing platform LAND and not able to go further

to the next level up!
There will be a short info message, if checkpoints are still missing why you try to land and then you will have to fly on to visit

the missing checkpoint stations.

ENVIRONMENT:

There are red brick walls which need multiple shoots at to destroy them completely.
There are fuel stations where you have to refill your fuel tank. if your fuel is empty then the helicopter will go down. if there is

a fuel station nearby then you can perhaps refuel the helicopter in the last seconds., otherwise you will probably crash your
helicopter and lose one helicopter life.

KEYBOARD/GAMEPAD:

You can play the game with the keyboard or gamepad

HIGHSCORE:

Perhaps leading you to enter your initials with a new highscore.

Lets have a look and fun.
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Title: HELI-COMMANDO 2017
Genre: Action
Developer:
RF
Publisher:
RF
Release Date: 7 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32-bit

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 660 or higher or AMD Radeon HD 5850 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

English
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Thanks you for this ! it was worth it to buy. It helps me for the start. And i really like the way the game is going so far . only few
things i REALLY HATE : servers sometimes shut down and you dont have the loot what you had on the server . Having
connection problems. (its only in this game its not my pc s or internets fault) Jumping... i got killed many times just because you
can jump huge with sprint in all direction and players abuse this . make smallert jumps or at least cooldown....
about extraction - Its okay i guess only thing is it makes random locations . sometimes even in middle of firefight. .

I know its beta, but i hope developers will see it somewhen.. Bloody hard but good!!. I was amused when I found a desert world
where the locals worship giant worms .. I've spent the last few nights after work playing S:N. It is a game is gobs of potential,
and there have been a few moments in my playthough where that potential really shone. The combat gameplay is solid, and the
difficulty curve is good. I never felt overpowered, but I also never felt like a sitting duck. There are several storylines that I will
remember for some time, and I am looking foward to the release. If you have a few extra bucks, a few extra hours, and you
enjoy a classic exploration game, then S:N is a good choice. Support the devs and pick it up so that they can bring more to this
gem of a game.. Not recommended at this time, still a lot of work that needs to be done to get this game up to par.
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Another junk game added to the steaming pile of sh.it that is Steam.

My Score - 1/10. If you like Zup! games, this is for you. A game to kill a few minutes. It's got trading cards, so it pays for itself
if you get it on sale. I'd say it's fairly easy to complete, the game is still running in the background to get the trading cards.. nice,
but rather unpolished.
signals are hard to see and so is the speed gauge.
so i speed a lot and miss the signals.

good tip is to download joytokey and follow the guide on the community page. it works like a charm and i would love to see that
implemented in the game so i don't need 3rd party software for that.

other than that it looks nice, the sounds are good and apparently the bogey physics are great (but i don't go away from cabview
so its hearsay for me)

nice thing to get on sale.. An excellent super villain simulator.. This game looks interesting, but the control scheme is horrible.
Not sure what they were going for, but it didn't work for me. XD Wanderlust Adventures in contrast is a shining beacon of
hope. xD Assuming you're interested in this game. Get Wanderlust Adventures instead. It's got most of the same elements that
make this game interesting, but Wanderlust Adventures has a functional control scheme.. I thought this game would be
educational, but all I've "learned" is that nuclear power doesn't work and India is a hellhole.. good game better then fortnite. It is
exploring game and somehow the mood of game makes it pretty scary! It gets stressfull to collect plants to keep your air up and
make sure you don't drown because you have to start from beginning if you do. Puzzles are ok and game is very interesting.
Music is beatiful. It is a good game.. An excellently made, wonderfully performing tower-defence title. Very funny writing and
a good story makes this game all the better, my only gripe being with enemies a little too strong, and slowdown if you mass
flamethrowers/acid. Other than that, this is an excellent title to pick up if you like well-designed tower defence games
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